Africa in the Sustainability transition: behavioral change and political economy perspectives

The interuniversity research centre SEEDS is pleased to invite you to participate and submit a research paper at the SEEDS workshop on "Africa in the Sustainability transition: behavioral change and political economy perspectives", that will take place the 24-25 of May (mixed on site / virtual on line).

Participants are invited to present and share their inter and multi disciplinary research papers (even at preliminary stages) within and beyond social sciences. Papers that integrate and extend political economy narratives are especially welcome. More precisely the focus of the workshop will be on (but not restricted to):

- Macroeconomics of sustainability and human development
- Climate change, energy and resources economics and policy
- Circular Economy models
- Environmental public policies and their evaluation
- Sustainable/Green Finance
- Environmental/Green technological change
- Sustainable production and consumption
- Behavioral economics and stated/preference techniques
- Trade and the environment
- Sector/firms and household studies
- Frugal innovation
- Inclusive business and impact investing
- Demographic and gender studies
- Natural resource management
- Urban and rural development

Keynote speaker: Lucia Corno (Catholic University Milan)

“Harmful Traditions in Developing countries”

SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS AND KEY DATES
Submission of Full Papers or Extended Abstracts via email to: mzzmsm@unife.it and info@sustainability-seeds.org
Submission deadline: April 15th, 2021
Notification of acceptance: April 30th (no participation fee)

Scientific Committee: Simone Borghesi (University of Siena), Valeria Costantini (Roma Tre University), Luca Crudeli (Marine Market Systems), Alessio D’Amato (University of Rome “Tor Vergata”), Susanna Mancinelli (University of Ferrara), Giovanni Marin (University of Urbino), Massimiliano Mazzanti (University of Ferrara), Andrea Pronti (University of Ferrara), Simone Tagliapietra (Catholic University – Milan & Bruegel), Maria Velardi (ENEA), Roberto Zoboli (Catholic University - Milan), Fernando Diaz Lopez (INNO4SD).